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Why?

● We want to help students in Taylor’s University to manage the stress they 
encounter in their daily lives. 

● Hence, we decided to organise a campaign related to stress for this project 
and also prepared a few posters to educate the passer-bys.
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poster
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Poster about 
stress in 
college.



Poster on tips 
to stress less



Objectives 
- To teach students how to counter 

stress in life especially during their 
studies

- Promote and invite students to 
participate in talk about stress and the 
ways to reduce or manage the stress 
they encounter

- Do a survey on what stress students 
are facing and whether have they 
learnt some ways to reduce stress 
after visiting our booth 

- Provide some interesting games that 
we believe that will help students 
release their stress 



Preparation
The preparation work began a week 
before the day to set up the booth. A list 
of stuff needed was planned out, avoiding 
any anything being left out. On the 25th 
October 2016, we went for a shopping trip 
to procure the items needed. 



The preparation work on the day was efficient and everybody was 
involved to make the booth a success. A great work done by the 

members.



An hour before the event….



During the event…. 





Survey results





Project outcome
● Learn about stress, ways to release it and share the knowledge amongst our 

peers
● Meet new people and learn how to communicate with them
● Challenge ourselves to a whole new level by organising a campaign to create 

awareness among students
● Make valuable connections as we strengthened our bonds between team 

members
● Though there are some of the students who are unwilling to approach our 

booth due to the assumed fact that they aren’t willing to acknowledge that 
they have stress.



Conclusion

● From this event we, learned and know more about stress 
and the method to release it with a proper way. This event 
has given us the opportunity to express ourselves and 
provide us with new skills to approach people.

● We have successfully spread awareness that may prove 
vital in the prevention of injuries caused by stress and 
ensure that Taylor’s University student live on in a less 
stressful environment


